FAMILIES OF VALUATIONS AND SEMIGROUPS
OF FRACTIONARY IDEAL CLASSES
BY

ELBERT M. PIRTLE, JR.

Introduction. Let R be an integral domain with quotient field A. For any
valuation v on A which is nonnegative on R, we let P(v)={x e R | v(x)>0}. P(v) is
a prime ideal of 7?and is called the center of v on R. In this paper we are concerned
mainly with integral domains 7? which satisfy the following : There exists a family
F of valuations on K such that
(i) Each v e F has rank one.

(ii) 7?=n„ePft.
(iii) ft = Äp(u),for each v e F.
A family F of valuations on A is said to be of finite character if for x e ft x^O,
there are only a finite number of v e 7/such that v(x) /0. 7? is called a Krull domain
if there is a family F of finite character satisfying (i), (ii), (iii), with the additional
requirement that each v e F be discrete. R is called an almost-Krull (AK) domain
[7] if RP is a Krull domain for every proper nonzero prime P of R. It follows that
R is almost Dedekind (AD) iff R is an AK-domain in which proper prime ideals
are maximal [7].
Using the family F of valuations we construct a partially ordered semigroup
s/(R) of fractionary ideal classes in §1 and study the relation between s/(R) and
3>(R), the divisor group of R (see [1]). Necessary and sufficient conditions for ¿/(ft
and 2(R) to be isomorphic are determined. In §2, condition (ft) of [3] is studied.
§3 consists of an example.
The notation concerning 3)(R) is that of [1]. Otherwise, the notation of [8] is
used. Prime ideals are always nonzero and not all of R.

1. In order to make this paper as self contained as possible we first list the
necessary background results from [1]. R will denote a commutative integral
domain with identity and quotient field A. 7(7?) will denote the collection of nonzero fractionary ideals of R. A fractionary ideal of the form Rx, x e K, x#0, is
called a principal fractionary ideal.
A relation -< is defined on I(R) as follows : A <B iff every principal fractionary
ideal of R which contains A also contains B. The relation -< is a preorder on I(R) ;
i.e., -< is a symmetric, transitive relation. If we define = on I(R) by A = B iff A<B
and B<A, then = is an equivalence relation on 7(7?). For A e 7(A), divB (A)
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denotes the equivalence class of A with respect to = and is called the divisor of A ;
3i(R) denotes the set of all such equivalence classes.
For A eI(R), we put Á~=f)ASRxRx. A fractionary ideal B of R is said to be

divisoriel if B=B. It follows that for A e I(R), divB(A) = divB(Ä) and that Ä is the
unique divisoriel fractionary ideal belonging to divB (A). It also follows from the

definition that (ÄB)~ =(AB)~ for A,BeI(R)
operation

so that Si(R) together with the

+, defined by di\R(A) + di\R(B) = di\R(AB), is a commutative

semi-

group with identity 0 = divB (R). If we define ^ on @(R) by divB (A) ^ divs (B)
iff A<B then ¿&(R) is a lattice ordered semigroup with respect to the partial
ordering S ■ Furthermore, 3>(R) is a group iff R is completely integrally closed
[1, p. 5, Theorem 1].
Let F be a family of valuations on K with the following properties :
(i) Each veFhas rank one.
(ii) R = f\eFRv.
(iii) For each ve F, Rv=RPlv-), where P(v) denotes the center of v on R.
Occasionally in place of (i) we shall substitute
(i') Each ve F has rank one and is discrete.

Definition 1.1. For v e F, A e I(R), put v(A) = inf {v(a) \ a e A}.

Lemma 1.2. If A, Be I(R), veF, then v(AB)= v(A)+v(B).
Proof. See [4, p. 712], Theorem 1, part (2).
Now, for A,BeI(R), define A~B iff v(A)= v(B) for all veF. Then ~ is an
equivalence relation on I(R). For A e I(R) we let [A] denote the equivalence class
of A with respect to ~, and we let s#(R) denote the set of all such equivalence
classes.

Define + on s/(R) by [A]+ [B]= [AB]. Then + is well defined. Since multiplication of fractionary ideals is commutative and associative, ¿tf(R) together with
+ is a commutative semigroup with identity 0 = [R].
Lemma 1.3. If A = Rx is a principal fractionary ideal, then v(A) = v(x)for all veF.
Proof.

v(A) = v(Rx) = infrxeBx v(rx) = infreB v(r) + v(x) = v(l) + v(x) = v(x).

If G is a group and / is any nonempty index set, we let G' denote the direct
product of / copies of G and we let G(/) denote the direct sum of / copies of G.
We shall assume that the value group of each v e F is a subgroup of the additive
group of real numbers. When ve Fis discrete we assume, without loss of generality,
that the value group of v is the additive group of integers. X denotes the real
numbers and Z denotes the integers.

Proposition 1.4. Let F= {vt | i el} where I is an index set. The mapf: j/(R) -> X',
defined byf([A]) = (Vi(A))ieI,is a monomorphism.
Proof. The proof is straightforward and is omitted.
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It follows from Proposition 1.4 that ¿&(R) is a semigroup in which the cancellation

law holds.
We now introduce a partial ordering for s/(R).

Definition 1.5. For [A], [B] e jtf(R), put [A]^ [B] iff v(A)^ v(B) for all veF.
Proposition

1.6. s#(R) is partially ordered by ¿.

Proof. The proof is straightforward and is omitted.
As usual, if [A], [B] es/(R) are such that [^]^[7i]

and [A]=£[B], we write

[A]< [B]. Since [R]=0 e j/(R), [A] e jtf(R) is such that [A]^ 0 iff A is an ideal of A.
For if A is an ideal of ft then A^R so that v(A)^v(R)=0, for all veF.On the
other hand, if [A]t0, then v(A)^0 for all veFso that A^f)vsF RV=R. Furthermore, if each v e F is discrete, then [A]>0ift A^P(v) for some ve F. For if [v4]>0,
then, since each v is discrete, v(A)^ 1 >0 for some veF. But then A^P(v), and
conversely. We can use these properties of ¿ to characterize the positive elements
of ¿/(7?) when the elements of F are discrete.
For n a positive integer and P a minimal prime of R, put Pln)—PnRP n R.
We shall assume that F satisfies (i'), (ii), (iii) in Propositions 1.7 and 1.8.
Proposition 1.7. IfP is a minimal prime of R and P=P(v)for
P<n)={x e R | v(x) ^ «} for every positive integer n.

some ve ft then

Proof. We have Pw=PnRP n R=(PRP)n n R. So if xeP™, then xe(PRP)n
and so v(x)^n; i.e., P<n)£{x e R \ v(x)^n}. On the other hand, if x e R is such
that v(x)^«, then xeP and hence xePRP. Since v(x)^« we have xe(PRP)n,
and so xePM; i.e., {x \ x e R, v(x)^n}zPw.
As is well known, P(n) is a P-primary ideal of R.

Proposition 1.8. Let A be an ideal of R such that [A]>0, and let
J = {jeI\Vj(A)>0}.
Then A^r)jeJP^i\
n}= v^A).

and [A] = [C]je}P^i)], where for each je J, Pj=P(v,)

and

Proof. If xeA,jeJ,
then vj(x)^vj(A)=ni;
i.e., xeP}ni) by Proposition 1.7.
Thus for each je J, A'^Pfi'; i.e., A^(~\je] P)S'; which proves the first assertion.
Now let keJ. Since A^DJeJP^i\
we have vk(A)^vk(DJeJPff). On the other
hand, let xef|ye,Fff.
Then xeP¡**>, and vk(x)^nk = vk(A); i.e., vk(r)jsJPjV)

^vk(A). So if keJ,

^(n^ftV)^O;

then ^(^)=üte(ní6/Py"')).

If kel-J,

then 0=t>k(,4)^

i.e., vk(A)=0=vk(f\ie]Pfi>)for all A:e I-J, Thus

for all ie 7; i.e., M = [TUW
It follows that (~)jeJPjV is the largest ideal B of R such that [y4]= [B].
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We now drop the assumption that each v e F is discrete so that F satisfies (i),
(ii) and (iii). Property (i) says that Rv is a rank one valuation ring and hence
completely integrally closed for each veF. Property (ii) shows that R is the
intersection of completely integrally closed overrings and hence is completely
integrally closed. So (i) and (ii) insure that 3i(R) is a group. We now study relations
between the semigroup jtf(R) and the group @(R).
The next two propositions have been proved in [6] for the case when F is the
family of essential valuations of an AD-domain R.
Proposition

1.9. Let A e I(R). Then, considering [A] and divB (A) as subsets of

I(R),[A]^divB(A).
Proof. Let Be [A]. Then v(B)= v(A) for all v e F. If A S Rx, then v(A)^ v(Rx)
= v(x), and so v(B)^v(x)

for all veF.

If be B, then v(b) - v(x) ^ 0 for all v e F;

i.e., v(b/x)^0 for all veF. Thus if be B then b/x e f]veF RV= R, and b e Rx; i.e.,
2?£Px. Similarly, if B^Ry then A^Ry. In this case, Â=C]ASBy Ry = Ç\B^RXRx
= B, and divB L4) = divB (B). Hence B e divB (A).

Proposition 1.10. The map g: s#(R) -* @(R) defined by g([A]) = di\R (A) is an
order preserving homomorphism of the partially ordered semigroup s/(R) onto the
lattice ordered group 2¿¡(R).

Proof. Proposition 1.9 shows that g is well defined and onto. It follows directly
that g is a homomorphism. To see that g preserves order, suppose [A], [B] e jtf(R)

with [A]S [B]. If A^Rx, it follows as in the proof of 1.9 that Seto

so that A^ B,

and hence divR L4)^divK (B).
Now let / be a domain such that R^ Jç K and such that there is a subfamily G
of F such that T=C\wsG Rw. It is easy to show that G is a family of valuations for
T satisfying (i), (ii), (iii).

Proposition

1.11. The map o;s/(R)^s#(T),

order preserving homomorphism ofs/(R)

defined by <x([A])
= [AT], is an

onto ¿#(T).

Proof. Here, s¿(T) denotes the semigroup of fractionary ideal classes of T

formed with the family G.
It is clear that a is well defined. To see that a is onto, let °U be any nonzero

fractionary ideal of T. Then °tt=(\/d)88, where J1 is an ideal of T, deR, d±0.
Put A = (l/d)B, where B=aU r\ R. It can be shown that v(B)= v(38)for all veG,
and hence ct([^]) = [^]. It is straightforward to show that a is a homomorphism
which preserves order.
Corollary

1.12. IfT is as in 1.11, then 2(T) is a homomorphic image of sé(R).
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Let /be as in 1.11, and consider the following diagram:
Diagram 1.13.

¿tf(R)
gi

■*(T)
g2

S>(R)----- 9(T)
Here a is the homomorphism of 1.11, gx and g2 are the canonical homomorphisms
of 1.10. In general, this diagram may not be completed commutatively by a
homomorphism p. For let R be an AD-domain which is not Dedekind, and let F
denote the family of essential valuations of R. By a result in [6], R contains at
least one proper prime P which is not divisoriel. Then P<P, and hence P = R
since P is maximal. Since R is AD, there is v e F such that P—P(v), for some veF.
Take T=RP = RV and assume that p completes the following diagram commuta-

tively:
Diagram 1.14.

^(R)
gi

^ssi(RP)
g2

9{R)

->3( Rp)

Then we must have p(gi([P]))=g2(<K[P])). However, gi([P]) = divB(P) = 0 (since
P=R) so that p(gx([P]))=0; and on the other hand a([P]) = [PRP]. But since RP
is a Dedekind domain with unique maximal ideal PRP, we have that divBp(PA) > 0;
i.e., g2(o([P])) = di\Rp(PRP)>0. Thus pgx¥zg2°, contradicting our assumption on
p. This proves the assertion that, in general, Diagram 1.13 may not be completed
commutatively.
Equivalent conditions for an AD-domain R to be Dedekind are given in terms
of s/(R) in [6]. If we are to extend these results we need to know something about

the inverses of elements of ¿&(R) whenever they exist.
Proposition

1.15. If [A] es/(R)

has an inverse then —[A] = [R:A].

Proof. Suppose [A]esf(R) has an inverse [B]. Since the canonical map g:
stf(R)-^£iï(R) is a homomorphism, we must have that g(-[A])=-g([A])
=

-divB(^)=divB(P:^).

Thus g([B])=g(-[A]) = di\R(R:A). But by definition of

g, g([R]) = divB (B) so that divB (B) = divB (R: A). Since R:A is divisoriel we have

B^B=R:A = R:Ä. Then AB^A(R:A)çR so that 0 = [AB]ä [A(R:A)]ä 0. Thus
0=[A] + [B]= [A]+ [R:A]; i.e., -[A] = [B]= [R:A].
Now consider the following diagram.
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Diagram 1.16.
s¿(R) -±->- X'

S(S)'
Here g is the canonical homomorphism and / is the homomorphism of 1.4. g is
surjective and /is injective.
Proposition 1.17. Diagram 1.16 may be completed commutatively by a homomorphism Xiffg is an isomorphism.

We can now prove the following theorem.
Theorem 1.18. Let R be an integral domain with quotient field ft and let F be a
family of valuations satisfying (i), (ii), (iii). The following statements are equivalent.
(1) s&(R) is a group.

(2) R:A = R:B =>[A\= [B],for all A, B e I(R).
(3) v(A)= v(Ä)for all A e 7(A) and veF.
(4) The map g: ¿/(A) -> !3(R) is an isomorphism.

Proof. (1) =>(2) Suppose s/(R) is a group. Let A,BeI(R)

be such that R:A

= R:B. By 1.15 we have -[A] = [R:A] = [R:B]= -[B] and hence [A]= [B].
(2) =>(3) We have R:A = R:Ä for all A e I(R). If (2) holds then L4]= [l] for
all A e 7(A); i.e., v(Ä)= v(Ä) for all v e ft A e 7(A).
(3) =>(4) Consider Diagram 1.16. If v(A)= v(Ä) for all v e F and A e 7(A), we
can define A: S>(R)-> X' by A(divB(A)) = (Vi(A))ie,.It follows that A is a homomorphism and that A ° g=f. By 1.17, g is an isomorphism.
(4) =>(1) obvious.
We observe that the converse of statement (2) in 1.18 is always true in A. For if
[A] = [B], then A e [B]Ç divB (B), and B e divB (B) so that divB (A) = divB (B) and
hence R:A=R:B.
When the valuations in F are discrete we obtain a partial generalization
result in [6] with the aid of the following lemma.

of a

Lemma 1.19. Assume that each ve Fis discrete. Then for each ve ft i/divB (P(v))

¿0 then P(v) = (P(v))~.
Proof. We have P(v)s (P(v)) ~ £ A. If P(v) < (P(v)) ~, there is x e (P(v)) ~,x$P(v).
Then v(x)=0 = v(P(v))~. Also, for w e ft w + v, we have 0=w(P(v))^w(P(v))~ ^0.
Thus [(P(f))~]=0. Since the canonical map g from ^(R) onto ^(A) is a homo-

morphism, we should have 0 = [(P(y))~] ^divB(P(i;))~=divB(P(î)))=0.
But
divR(P(v))^=0 by assumption. Thus we must have (P(v))~ =P(v) if div^A^^O.
Theorem 1.20. Assume each ve F is discrete. Then the canonical map g from
¿/(A) onto ¿2>(R)is an isomorphism iffP(v) is divisorielfor each veF.
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If P=P(v)

for some veF,

then

[P]>0 since v(P) = l. If P is not divisoriel then g([P]) = divB(P) = 0, by Lemma
1.19. But then g is not 1-1 and hence not an isomorphism. For [P] = 0#[P].
(<=) Suppose P(v) is divisoriel for each veF. Then if A eI(R) is such that
divB (A)=0 we must have A^R (for this result see [1, bottom of p. 4]). Moreover,

A^P(v) for any veF. For if A^P=P(v) for some veF, then divB (A)^di\R(P)
>0, a contradiction. Thus g([A])=0 iff [/f]=0. Now suppose [A], [B] estf(R) are
such that g([A])=g([B]). Then divB (A) = divB (B) so that di\R(A)-divR(B)=0

= divB(A)-divB04); i.e., divR(A:B)=0=divR(B:A).

Since g([A:B])=g([B:A])

=0, we must have [A:B]=0 —[B:A]. Since each veF

is discrete, for each veF

there is xe A:B such that v(x) = v(A:B)=0. Now xB^A (by definition of A:B)
so that v(x) + v(B) = v(xB)^v(A);

i.e., v(B)^v(A). Thus u(P)ät)(^)

for all veF.

Similarly v(A)^ v(B) for all t>e F, and L4]= [B]. This shows that g is 1-1 and hence
an isomorphism.
When R is AD, the author has shown in [6] that P(y) is divisoriel for each veF
iff R is Dedekind. To date, however, the author has been unable to prove the
following conjecture : If R is AK and P(v) is divisoriel for each veF, then R is a

Krull domain.
When R is AK, we do have the following theorem.
Theorem 1.21. Let R be an AK-domain with family F of essential valuations and
let A denote the collection of maximal ideals of R. Every minimal prime of R is

divisorieliffÂ=Ç)Meà (ARM)~for every ideal A of R.
Proof. Here Ä=f)ASRxRx and (ARM)~ =Ç\ARlszRuy RMy. For any maximal
ideal M of R, FM denotes the family of essential valuations of the Krull domain

RM. Recall that FM^F.

(=>) Let A be an ideal of R. If M is any maximal ideal of R then v(A)= v(ARM)
for all veFM. Since RM is a Krull domain, v(ARM)= v(ARM)~ for all veFM so
that v(A)= V(ARM)~for all v e FM.
Case 1. v(A)=0 for all veF.
Then P<A for every minimal prime P of R. In this case Ä=R = f)Meii RM=
Omêa (ARM)~■
Case 2. v(A)>0 for some veF.
For each maximal ideal M of R, if there is v e FM such that 0<v(A) = v(ARM)~,

then we can write

(arm)~=

n

vieFu-.vM) > 0

öS"'',

where «( = Vt(ARM)~ and Qx is the center of v¡ on RM. Then for each i such that

vt(A)>0 we have Qi=PiRl where Pi=P(v¡) in P. Thus (^PM)~ =f|i (PAi)(ni)
=ni((PiAi)n'^/><) <"*Rm=C]í(Pí1íRpí n -Km)where / runs over all indices such
that vt e Ai and ^(,4) > 0, and «¡ = vt(A) for each such i. It can then be shown that,

C=fVA (^r
=n{-Pi(B')\vteF, vt(A)>0}.Then [C] = [¿]. Since [/i] = divB(A),
it follows that Ä= C.
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ft=) Suppose P is a minimal prime of A. If M e A, then either Pc M or P%M.
If P$A7 then PAM= AM. If P^M, then PAM is a minimal prime of the Krull
domain AM and thus (PRM)~ =PRM. Since P is contained in some maximal ideal

M we have P=Hm,a (Pft*)~ =fW

P7?m=P-

We now drop the assumption that A is an AK-domain and assume only that F
satisfies axioms (i), (ii), (iii) at the beginning of this section. The next lemma tells
us more about the elements of stf(R) which have inverses and enables us to partially
describe £$(R) in certain cases where s/(R) may not be a group.
Lemma 1.22. If [A] e s#(R) is such that [A] has an inverse then [A] = [Ä].

Proof. If [A]e¿/(R)

has an inverse then -[^] = [A:^4] by Proposition 1.15.

Now As Ä and A:A= A:Ä. Thus A(R:A)ç Ä(R:A)=Ä(R:Â)çR. Thesecontainment relations yield the following: 0 = [A(R:A)]^[Ä(R:Ä)]^0. Thus

0 = [^] + [A:^] = [Ä]+ [R:A] and [A] = [Ä].
Corollary 1.23. If [A], [B] have inversesin st(R), then [Ä]+ [B]= [AB]= [AB]~ ;
i.e., v(ÄB)= v(AB)- for all veF.
Proof. By 1.22 above, if [A], [B] have inverses then [.4]= [1] and [B]= [B].
Moreover, [^] + [A] has an inverse. Thus [A]+ [B]= [AB]= [AB]~ by 1.22; i.e.,

[Ä]+ [B]= [ÄB]=[AB]~.
Now consider the map p: ^(A)-> X' defined by p(di\R(A)) = (vi(Ä))ie,. p is
well defined, for if divB (A) = divB (B) then Ä = B. Conversely, if (Vi(Ä))ie,= (Vi(B))ie,
then [B]= [Ä] and so divB (A) = divB(Ä) = divB(ft) = divB (B) by the remark
following the proof of 1.18. Thus p is 1-1. We can now give a description of @(R)
when A is fairly well behaved.

Theorem 1.24. The map P: 3¡(R) ->■X' defined by p(divB(A))= (Vi(Ä))ieIis 1-1.
Furthermore p is a homomorphism iff [Ä] e ^/(A) has an inverse for all A e 7(A).

Proof. The first assertion is proved in the immediately preceding remarks. We
now prove the second assertion.
(=>) Suppose p is a homomorphism. Then since ¿2¡(R) is a group, for divB (^4)

e 2>(R), - divB (A) = divB(A : A). Thus p(divB (A) + divB (A : A))=0 = />(divB(A))
+ p(divR(R : A)) = (Vi(Ä))ieI
+ (v¡(R: A))i£¡.It follows that [Ä] has an inverse in ¿/(A).
(=>) Suppose that [Ä] has an inverse for all A e 7(A). By Corollary 1.23, we have

that [ÄB]= [AB]~ for all A, Be7(A). Thus for A, Be7(A) we have p(divB(AB))
= (t;i(^A))ie, = (i;i(i'7Í))ie, = (7ji(l))¡e/ + (t;¡(7Í))ie/= p(divB(^)) + /,(divB(A)) and P is a
homomorphism.
Now, let A be an AK-domain. Then RP is a Krull domain for any prime ideal
P of A. However, these are not the only Krull domains T such that R^T^K.
For if A={P1,..., Pn} is any finite collection of prime ideals of A then T=f]PteííRPi
is also a Krull domain. Thus there is a large class of Krull domains T such that
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AcTcA". When A is an AK-domain in which every minimal prime is divisoriel
we always have that ¿iï(T) is a homomorphic image of @>(R),where T is an AKdomain such that AçJçA.
For, ¿tf(T) is a homomorphic image of the group
sf(R) and so is a group. Then ^(R)^9(R)
and ^(T)^2¡(T). When Tis a Krull
domain and A is an AK-domain for which the map p of Theorem 1.24 is a homomorphism we also get that 3i(T) is a homomorphic image of S>(R) as follows.
Proposition
that AçTçA.

1.25. Let A be an AK-domain and let T be a Krull domain such
If [Ä] has an inverse for every [A] es/(R) then the map t: 2(R)

-*■2¿¡(T),defined by r(divB (A))= di\T (AT), is a homomorphismof3>(R) onto !3(T).

Proof, t is well defined, for if divB(A)= divR(B) then Ä=B so that ÄT=BT.
Now consider the following diagram.

Diagram 1.26.
3¡(R) —P-+ Z'
T

2(T) —V—*
Z U)
Here, 7 is the index set for the family of essential valuations of A; / is the index set
for the family of essential valuations of ft 7r is the projection of Z' onto Z(J);
P is the (injective) homomorphism of 1.24; y is the injection of 1.4. It is well known
that y is also surjective; i.e., y is an isomorphism. Consider the map y_1 ° 7r o p;
9{R)-+9(T).
We have, for di\R(A)e 3>(R), (y"1 ° „ o p)(divB (A)) = (y~x o ff)
x(Vi(Ä))ie,=y'1((vj(Ä))jeJ). Since T is a Krull domain we have that v(B) = v(B)
for all fractionary ideals B of T and all essential valuations v. Thus (Vj(Ä))jsJ
= (v£ÀY))M=(v£ÂY)~)iaJ so that y-1((vi(Ä))jeJ) = divR (AT). Then y"1 o n o P = T
and t is a homomorphism since t is a composition of homomorphisms. To see
that t is surjective it is sufficient to show that for every divisoriel fractionary ideal
°Uof T there is a divisoriel fractionary ideal A of A such that r(divB (/l)) = divr (<%).
So let *%be a fractionary ideal of T. There are elements x, y e K such that ail= Tx

n Ty [1, p. 13]. Let A = Rx n A>>.Then A is divisoriel and vj(A)= vj(<%)for all
jeJand

r(divB (A)) = divr (*).

2. Let A be an integral domain with quotient field A. Suppose that F is a family
of valuations on K satisfying the following:

(1) A = n„eFA„,
(2) A„ = AP(1)),
for each veF.
Following Gilmer in [3], we make the following definition.
Definition 2.1. We say that A satisfies property (*) with respect to F iff for
distinct subsets ft, ft of Awe have that Ou-eFi ftu^PlueFa

ft-

When A is a Prüfer domain and F is the family of valuations induced by the
collection of maximal ideals, then property (*) is the same as property (*) in [2].
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For v e F, we let Fv=F—{v}.
Proposition

2.2. R has property ( ) with respect to F iff for each veF,

OweFv Rw £ Rv

Proof. The proof is substantially the same as that of Lemma 1 in [2] and is

omitted.
Corollary

2.3. If R satisfies (*) with respect to F and if G is any nonempty

subset of F, then T=f\UEG Ru satisfies (*) with respect to G.

We note that if R satisfies (*) with respect to F then P(v)$P(w) for v=£w.
For if P(v)^P(w) for some w + v, then RPiw)^RPM; i.e., RW^RV. Then we have
the following: (C)ueF_M Ru) n (Rv n A) = (fW-iv.v» A) ^ Rw= P\ueFvRu, and
A¿ A, a contradiction.

Proposition 2.4. If F is of finite character and is such that P(u)£P(v)
then R satisfies (*) with respect to F.

ifu^v,

Proof. Let veF and let x e R, x^O, be such that v(x) > 0. Let vlt..., vn be the
distinct (from v and each other) valuations such that i>t(x)^0, /= 1,..., n. There

existsy e (r)?=iP(vd)-P(v). For if HP-i P(vt)çP(v),then n?=i Pfo)<=nP=iP(»d
^P(v) and so P(vt)ç.p(v) for some/ 1 íkjíkn, contradicting our hypothesis. Choose
« large enough so that w(vm/x)^0 for w e Fv. This is possible since F is of finite
character and w(y)^0 for all weFv. Then w(vm/x)^0 for all we A and v(ym/x)
= -t;(x)<0.
Thus ym/xe(C]W€Fv Rw)-Rv; i.e., C\weFvRW£RV. So R satisfies (*)

with respect to F by 2.2.
Let R be an integral domain with family F of valuations satisfying (1) and (2)
listed at the beginning of this section. R is called a generalized Krull domain if F
satisfies the following two additional properties (see [5]).
(3) Each veF has rank one.
(4) F is of finite character.
Corollary
2.5. If R is a Krull domain, or a generalized Krull domain with family
F of valuations, then R satisfies (*) with respect to F.

Proof. In this case F is a family of rank one valuations of finite character, so

that if u, v e F, u + v, then P(v)£P(u).
Proposition 2.6. Let R be an AD-domain. The following conditions on R are
equivalent.
(1) R satisfies (*) with respect to F, the family of essential valuations of R.

(2) R is Dedekind.
(3) Every minimal prime of R is divisoriel.

Proof. (1) o (2) is Theorem 3 of [3].
(2) o (3) is found in [6].
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Thus we see that in the case of almost-Dedekind domains, the divisoriel property
of the minimal prime ideals completely determines whether or not R satisfies
property (*). We shall see that the divisoriel property of the minimal primes is
always sufficient for R to satisfy (*).
Proposition

2.7. Let R be an integral domain with family F of valuations such

that
(i) Each veF has rank one.
(ii) R = (\eFRv.

(iii) A = Rpiv)for each veF.
IfP(v) is divisoriel for each veF,

then R satisfies (*) with respect to F.

Proof. We note that since R is the intersection of rank one valuation rings,
R is completely integrally closed and hence Si(R) is a group. If each P(v) is divisoriel,
then each ve Fis discrete. For if P=P(v) is divisoriel we must have P2<P. For if
P2=P, then divB(P2)=divB(P); i.e., 2 div(P)=div(P).
Thus div(P)=0 and
P=R^P, contradicting P=P.
Since P2<P, we have P2RP<PRP and so RP is a discrete valuation ring. We
now show that {P(v) \ veF} is the set of all minimal divisoriel primes of R. Clearly,
{P(v) | v e F} is contained in the set of all divisoriel minimal primes. Now let P
be a minimal, divisoriel prime of R. If P^P(v) for any veF, then P£P(v) for any
v eFand.so v(P)=0 for all veF; i.e., [P]=0. But then we would haveg([P])=0;
i.e., div (P)=0; i.e., P=R, contradicting P=P<R. So we must have that

{P(v) \veF}
is the set of all divisoriel minimal primes of R. Now let G be any subset of F such
that R=C\uea Ru- P(") 's divisoriel for each u e G since GsF. By what we have just
shown, {P(u) | u e G} is the collection of all minimal divisoriel primes of R; i.e.,
G = F. Thus for any veF,

(~)ueFvRU£RV and so R satisfies (*) with respect to F.

The first part of the proof of Proposition 2.7 shows that if P is the center of a
rank one valuation v, then v is discrete if P is divisoriel. This enables us to
characterize Krull domains in the class of generalized Krull domains as follows.
Corollary
2.8. Let Rbe a generalized Krull domain with family F of valuations.
R is a Krull domain iffP(v) is divisoriel for each veF.

Let R be an integral domain with quotient field K and let F be a family of
valuations on K satisfying conditions (1) and (2) stated at the beginning of this
section. Let x be an indeterminate and let F' denote the family of valuations on
K(x) which are canonical extensions of elements of F. Let G denote the family of
p(x)-adic valuations on K(x), where p(x) is a nonconstant irreducible polynomial
in K[x]. Then F' u G is a family of valuations on AX) satisfying (1) and (2) with

P[x] in place of R.
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Proposition 2.9. If R satisfies (*) with respect to ft then R[x] satisfies (*) with
respect to F' u G.
Proof. Let iveFuG.
If we G, then w is a p(x)-adic valuation for some nonconstant irreducible polynomial p(x) e K[x]. Without loss of generality we may
assume that p(x) e R[x]. Suppose p(x)=anxn+an-1xn~1+

••• +a!X+a0,

ateR.

Let b=Ylak*oak. Then b^O since an#0, and v(b) = Jidki¡Qv(ak)^mino&jénv(a¡)
for all v £ F since ¿eü and ake R for all k=0, 1,..., «, and every ve F is nonnegative on A. Then for v' eF', v'(b/p(x)) = v'(b)-v'(p(x)) = v(b)—minoSjSn v(a¡)
^ 0. If « e G and u ^ w, then « is a q(x)-adic valuation for some nonconstant
irreducible polynomial q(x) such that q(x)\p(x). Then u(b/p(x))=0. Thus b/p(x)
eDue(FuG)u(R[x])u-

b/p(x)i(R[x])w

since

w(b/p(x)) = -1 <0.

C)ue<.F'uG)w
(R[x])u£(R[x])w.

On the other hand,

veF. Since fW„fti£ft,

there is a £(f"W„ ft)-ft=(fWv

=(fWv

if weF',

ÄMu) n (Pl2eG*[*]*)=n»e<F'uO),-^[4,

for z/(a) = u(a) < 0. Thus for every w e F'u

Thus

then w=v'

if

weG

for some

*M«0 n ^M

and a £ A„. Then a £ A[x]„-,

G we have f\e(f"uG)„, R[x]u£ R[x]w

and thus A[x] satisfies (*) with respect to f" u G by 2.2.

3. In [6] it was shown that if A is an almost-Dedekind domain with family F
of essential valuations, then A is Dedekind iff every minimal prime of A is divisoriel.
Thus in an AD-domain A, every minimal prime isdivisoriel iff Ais of finite character.
In §1 it was conjectured that if A is an AK-domain with family F of essential
valuations, then A is Krull if P(v) is divisoriel for each veF; i.e., F is of finite
character if P(v) is divisoriel for each veF. In this section we give an example to
show that this conjecture is false if the AK requirement is dropped. We also give
an example of an AK-domain which is neither a Krull domain nor an AD-domain.
Let A denote the set of entire functions, C denote the set of complex numbers,
Z denote the additive group of integers. It is well known that A is an integral
domain under the usual pointwise definitions of addition and multiplication. For
a e C we define va: A—{0} ->-Z by va(f(z))=n if a is a zero of/(z) of order «. If
a is not a zero of f(z) then va(f(z))=0. If/(z)=0
we put va(f(z))= +co for each
z e C. It is easy to show that each va can be extended to a valuation on the quotient
field of A. We let A denote this family of valuations. A has the following properties:

(i) Each veF has rank one and is discrete; (ii) A=ft) {ft I veF}; (iii) RV=RP(V)
for each
of finite
are not
numbers
function
f2(z),...}

veF; (iv) For aeC, P(va) = (z—a)R, and hence is divisoriel; (v) Ais not
character. Furthermore, P(v) is maximal for each veF. However, these
all the maximal ideals of A. For let {zn}™=1be a sequence of complex
such that limzn = co. For each positive integer m, let/m(z) be an entire
whose zeros are exactly {zm,zm+1,...}. The ideal generated by {/i(z),
is proper and is contained in a maximal ideal M. However, AM is not a

Krull domain. It follows that A is not AK.
It was shown in [7] that if A is AK and Xu...,Xn

are indeterminates,

then

R[XU..., Xn] is AK. Let A be an AD-domain which is not a Dedekind domain.
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Such a domain is given in example 2 of [2]. Then P[A, • ••, Xn] is an AK-domain
which is neither a Krull domain nor an AD-domain. We observe that example 1
of [2] is a generalized Krull domain which is not a Krull domain.
Author's Note. This paper constitutes a part of a Ph.D. dissertation written
under the direction of Professor Paul J. McCarthy at the University of Kansas.
The author is indebted to Professor McCarthy for his most valuable counsel and
advice during the course of this work.
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